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Abstract
The polyhedral model has repeatedly shown how it facilitates
various loop transformations, including loop parallelization,
loop tiling, and software pipelining. However, parallelism
is almost exclusively exploited on a per-loop basis without
much work on detecting cross-loop parallelization opportu-
nities. While many problems can be scheduled such that loop
dimensions are dependence-free, the resulting loop paral-
lelism does not necessarily maximize concurrent execution,
especially not for unbalanced problems.

In this work, we introduce a polyhedral-model-based anal-
ysis and scheduling algorithm that exposes and utilizes cross-
loop parallelization through tasking. This work exploits
pipeline patterns between iterations in different loop nests,
and it is well suited to handle imbalanced iterations.

Our LLVM/Polly-based prototype performs schedule mod-
ifications and code generation targeting a minimal, language
agnostic tasking layer. We present results using an imple-
mentation of this API with the OpenMP task construct. For
different computation patterns, we achieved speed-ups of up
to 3.5× on a quad-core processor while LLVM/Polly alone
fails to exploit the parallelism.
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1 Overview
The polyhedral model [15, 46] has proved to be very effective
for optimizing loop nests by using different methods such
as loop tiling, loop parallelizing, and software pipelining
[1, 4, 7]. Almost all these methods optimize for-loop nests on
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a per-loop basis. However, another opportunity for optimiza-
tion might exist in the program, which one can exploit by
considering cross-loop parallelization; executing iteration
blocks of different loop nests in parallel when it does not
violate any dependence relations. There has been some ef-
forts to consider this parallelization opportunity. The paper
[40] generates pipelined multi-thread code by interleaving
iterations of some loops. Paper [23] proposes an algorithm
for detecting pipeline opportunities between iteration blocks
of two for-loop nests. Also, [10] uses cross-loop data reuse
for cache optimizations. However, we are not aware of any
fully-automatic, LLVM-based method for detecting and ex-
ploiting parallelization opportunities between iterations of
different for-loop nests through tasking.

The main objective of this paper is to detect the cross-loop
task parallelism in a program. We exploit this opportunity
by detecting pipeline pattern between iteration blocks of
different for-loop nests; 1 we call it cross-loop pipeline pattern.

Detecting cross-loop pipelining provides a building block
towards exploiting the natural data-flow parallelism. How-
ever, the existing loop optimization methods based on the
polyhedral model have a limited ability to extract cross-loop
pipeline patterns, as we explain in Section 2.
We assume the program consists of consecutive for-loop

nests. We also assume that an iteration of a loop nest may de-
pend on the previous iterations of the same loop nest, as well
as iterations of the loop nests before it. Detecting cross-loop
task parallelism is particularly important and effective for
programs where (1) compute-intensive functions are called
inside for-loop nests, or (2) no optimization opportunities
for individual for-loop nests exist.
For instance, consider the program in Listing 1, where A

and B are two initialized N × N matrices. Polly[20], LLVM-

1 for(i=0; i<N-1; i++)

2 for(j=0; j<N-1; j++)

3 S: A[i][j]=f(A[i][j], A[i][j+1], A[i+1][j+1]);

4

5 for(i=0; i<N/2-1; i++)

6 for(j=0; j<N/2-1; j++)

7 R: B[i][j]=g(A[i][2*j], B[i][j+1], B[i+1][j+1],

8 B[i][j]);

Figure 1. Example with cross-loop pipeline

1Not be confused with software pipelining and DOACROSS loops, where a
pipeline pattern exists between different iterations of the same loop nest.
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based framework for applying polyhedral transformations,
detects first level tiling, but it cannot detect parallelism for
any of the for-loops in the program. However, there is a
parallelization opportunity between iteration blocks of S
and iteration blocks of R. For instance, consider the first two
iterations of the second for-loop nest for computing B[0][0]
and B[0][1]. The only element of the matrix A we need for
the first iteration is A[0][0], and for the second iteration is
A[0][2]. Therefore, when A[0][0] is computed (after finishing
the first iteration of the first loop nest), we can compute
B[0][0] and the following elements of the matrix A in parallel.
With the same method, when A[0][2] is computed, we can
compute B[0][1] and the following elements of the matrix A
in parallel. Note that the iterations of each statement run in
their sequential order.
Figure 2 illustrates this idea. The upper part, 2a, shows

the sequential execution of the iterations of the statements
S and R, where iterations of R begin after all iterations of
S are finished. The lower part, 2b, shows the execution of
the program after exploiting cross-loop task parallelization.
In this case, thread_0 runs the iteration blocks of S, and
thread_1 runs the iteration blocks of R. Thread_1 can start
running an iteration of R right after thread_0 finishes the
iteration block of S that it depends on.

⟨S, [0, 0]⟩ ⟨S, [0, 1]⟩ ⟨S, [0, 2]⟩ ⟨S, last⟩ ⟨R, [0, 0]⟩ ⟨R, [0, 1]⟩ ⟨R, last⟩

(a) Sequential execution. R starts after iterations of S are finished.

⟨S, [0, 0]⟩
[⟨S, [0, 1]⟩
⟨S, [0, 2]⟩]

[⟨S, [0, 3]⟩
⟨S, [0, 4]⟩] ⟨S, last⟩

⟨R, [0, 0]⟩ ⟨R, [0, 1]⟩ ⟨R, last⟩

thread_0

thread_1

time

(b) Pipeline execution. Iterations of R are overlapped with iterations
of S, and R is not part of the critical path anymore.

Figure 2. Visualization of pipeline execution

In this work, we detect and exploit the cross-loop pipeline
pattern using the polyhedral model. Our method is imple-
mented as part of LLVM/Polly[20] and operates at compile
time on the LLVM-IR [25]. The main idea is to block iter-
ation domains such that finishing each block provides the
requirements for running not only the next block in the same
iteration domain, but also blocks in other iteration domains.
After computing dependence relations between newly gen-
erated blocks, we construct an OpenMP task for each block
to exploit the detected cross-loop task parallelism.
We begin by motivating our work by explaining related

works and comparing them to our research in Section 2. We
provide background information in Section 3; after that, we
explain our transformation algorithm in Section 4. Then, we

go through the details of the scheduling algorithm and code
generation in Section 5. We conclude with reporting on our
experimental results in Section 6 and the future plans for
continuing this project in Section 7.

2 Related works
Various lines of research have been investigated on automat-
ically detecting pipeline-related patterns. In this section, we
go through some of the papers that are related to our work.
Paper [35] discusses the exploitation of pipeline paral-

lelism, including use-cases, and the critical challenge of man-
aging dependencies between the source region and the target
region. We try to address this challenge in the case of pipelin-
ing iterations of for-loop nests. Also, the software pipelining
technique for pipelining iterations of a single loop is dis-
cussed in [24].
The paper [40] follows the same objective as our paper,

that is, to use the polyhedral model and exploit pipeline par-
allelism opportunities between loop nests so as to optimize
(part of) programs that conventional polyhedral optimizers
cannot optimize. However, there are differences between the
two approaches. Our prototype operates at the IR level of a
non-optimized program, whereas the prototype in [40] op-
erates at the source level of programs already optimized by
Pluto and parallelized by the OpenMP API. Also, it can detect
and exploit the pipeline pattern only if (1) the considered
loop nests have identical iteration domains and chunk sizes,
(2) are not associated with SIMD constructs, and (3) are in the
same parallel region. Moreover, each iteration of the target
loop nest should depend on the same or the previous itera-
tions of its source loop nest. With these considerations, the
prototype in [40] can use the clauses ordered and nowait
of OpenMP to exploit the pipeline pattern. In our work, by
using the general transformation algorithm described in Sec-
tion 4, and by taking advantage of the OpenMP constructs
task and depend, we can detect and exploit pipeline pat-
terns in loop nests of sequential programs with arbitrary
memory accesses. Also, our transformation algorithm for
task detection is independent of the OpenMP tasking layer.

The method explained in [23] detects pipeline parallelism
to make machine learning models executions more efficient
on the so-called computational memory accelerators consid-
ered in that paper. We provide more details on the algorithm
of this paper in Section 4.
The objectives of the authors in [21] are similar to ours:

they aim at exploiting parallelization between different loop
nests. However, the method of [21] and the output are differ-
ent. The authors discuss a method based on linear regression
for detecting pipeline patterns in pairs of consecutive loop
nests, using run-time information.
The Pluto [7] algorithm supports a method for detecting

software pipelining in the form of DOACROSS loops ap-
plied on a program tiled by the Pluto algorithm. Paper [13]
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explains a polyhedral-model-based method for designing a
compiler-runtime system to exploit task parallelism in dis-
tributed and shared memory architectures. It uses Pluto’s
tiling and parallelization for task detection, and the runtime
system coordinates the dependencies between tasks.

Paper [41] uses the polyhedralmodel to exploit DOACROSS
loops using OpenMP. Contrary to our approach, their input
program is in data-flow graph language. The work explained
in [9] optimizes programs using OpenMP tasks, where pro-
gram annotations explicitly specify the tasks. Paper [37]
introduces OpenStream as a data-flow extension of OpenMP.
It can exploit pipeline and data-flow parallelism on an anno-
tated program.

A well-studied subject closely related to our work is auto-
matically extracting the data-flow graph from the program
to run it on data-flow architectures. For example, paper [27]
develops an algorithm for automatically extracting data-flow
threads from programs. In another work, the paper [31] de-
velops an LLVM-based prototype to find the data-flow graph
between LLVM-IR instructions of a program.
In paper [32], the authors propose a fully-automatic and

non-speculative compiler technique for improving the per-
formance of DOACROSS loops via reducing the cost of com-
munication. In themultiprocessor system on chip domain, pa-
per [8] uses a not fully-automatic method based on machine
learning and data mining algorithms to construct so-called
coupled blocks, the smallest unit of a program considered
as a task, and finds task parallelism relations between them.
In the same domain, paper [11] extracts software pipelin-
ing and optimizes the granularity of the stages using linear
programming.
Software pipelining is an important transformation and

well-studied subject in high-level synthesis (HLS). For exam-
ple, using the polyhedral model [30]improves the applica-
bility and efficiency of nested loop pipelining, also known
as nested software pipelining. In a similar approach, [28]
uses the polyhedral model to improve software pipelining
for HLS applications by extending the method to handle
loops with uncertain and non-uniform dependencies. More-
over, paper[2] develops an algorithm based on the polyhedral
model to optimize data transfer to offloading devices via dif-
ferent methods, including pipelining communications and
computation.

3 Background
In this section, we briefly explain the background of our
work, which includes some related concepts of the polyhe-
dral model, pipeline parallelism, and OpenMP tasking.

3.1 Polyhedral Model
The polyhedral model [33] is a mathematical description for
representing and manipulating static control parts (SCoPs)
[15] of a program by using Presburger’s arithmetic [39]. It

is based on the notions of iteration domain of dynamic in-
stances of a statement,memory access relation between those
dynamic instances, and their relative execution orders, as well
as the notion of a schedule. We refer to the articles [5, 16, 17]
for more detailed explanation on the notions.
The polyhedral model optimizes programs via different

loop transformations (e.g. fission, fusion, tilling). Each trans-
formation is equivalent to changing the schedule of state-
ments. Different approaches [1, 7] are proposed for loop
transformation and code generation [3, 42] in the polyhedral
model. Also, various libraries such as ISL[43–45], Polylib
[29], Piplib [14], and Omegalib [22] implement the polyhe-
dral model’s underlying mathematical operations. Following
Polly, we use the ISL library for Z-polyhedral computations.
The ISL library represents Z-polyhedra as sets of integer

tuples. A map is a binary relation from one set to another.
Different operations are defined on maps in the ISL library.
The inverse map of a map M , denoted by M−1, is the set of
the pairs (j⃗, i⃗ ) such that (⃗i, j⃗ ) ∈ M . The domain (resp. range)
of M denoted by Dom(M ) (resp. Range(M )) is the set of
all first elements of members ofM (resp.M−1). We denote
by lexmax(M ) the subset of M consisting of all pairs (⃗i, j⃗ )
so that i⃗ ∈ Dom(M ) and j⃗ is the lexicographically largest
k⃗ ∈ Range(M ) so that (⃗i, k⃗ ) ∈ M . The composition of two
maps M1 and M2 is denoted by M1 (M2). It is the set of all
pairs (⃗i, j⃗ ), such that there exists a vector k⃗ , where (⃗i, k⃗ ) ∈ M2
and (k⃗, j⃗ ) ∈ M1

Schedule are represented in the form of a tree, called sched-
ule tree in the ISL library. Nodes in a schedule tree have
different types for representing different execution orders.
The most important ones that we are using in this article
are: domain node, band node, sequence node, mark node,
and expansion node. More detailed information on the tree
representation of the schedules can be found in [44, 45].

3.2 Pipeline Parallelism
Pipeline parallelism is a well-known technique [6, 18, 26, 36]
for parallelizing different applications. It can be used when a
sequence of data items has to go through a sequence of stages,
and the input of each stage is the output of its previous stage.
Concurrency happens when a stage i can start operating on
a data item d after stage i − 1 has finished processing d , but
not the whole sequence of data items.

3.3 Tasking in OpenMP
Since version 3.0, OpenMP[12, 34] supports task parallelism,
using the omp task pragma. To increase the applicability of
task parallelism, OpenMP 4.0 introduces the depend clause.
Let M be a shared memory location. Using the depend(in:M),
depend(out:M), and depend(inout:M) clauses, one can spec-
ify whether the considered task reads, writes, or both reads
and writes M. The runtime system uses this information to
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manage dependencies between tasks, and decide whether a
task can execute, or should wait for other tasks to finish.

4 Transformation Algorithm
In this section, we explain our algorithm for detecting the
cross-loop pipeline pattern in a program. We explain each
step in detail and conclude the section with performance
analysis of the algorithm.
The algorithm proposed in [23] provides the foundation

for our transformation algorithm. The algorithm of [23] first
considers two for-loop nests, called source and target, where
iterations of the source loop nest write to a shared array,
and iterations of the target loop nest read from that same
shared array. Then, this algorithm finds a relation that maps
the index of each write in the shared array to the maximum
iteration of the target that can safely execute. Finally, us-
ing the specifications of the so-called computational memory
accelerator studied in that paper, this map coordinates dif-
ferent pipeline stages between iteration blocks of the two
considered for-loop nests.

The pipeline map computed by our algorithm (Section 4.1)
considers iteration blocks of the source and the target for-
loop nests for coordinating different stages of the pipeline.
Moreover, on the contrary to the method in [23], our al-
gorithm does not stop after finding the pipeline relations
between pairs of for-loop nests. By computing pipeline block-
ing maps of iteration domains (Section 4.2), we extend the
algorithm of [23] to detect the pipeline pattern between all
dependent loop nests in the program. In addition, we com-
pute pipeline dependency maps (Section 4.3) to determine
dependence relations between tasks at compile time and
make them suitable for generating task-parallel OpenMP
program in the next phase.

4.1 Pipeline Map
Consider two statements S and T with respective iteration
domains I and J . Also, assume that the iterations of S
write in a set of memory locationsM, and that the iterations
of T read fromM. We define the pipeline map between S

and T to be the relation TS,T (I → J ), where (⃗i, j⃗ ) ∈ TS,T
if and only if (1) after running all iterations of S up to i⃗ ,
we can safely run all iterations of T up to j⃗, and (2) i⃗ is
the smallest (lexicographically) vector and j⃗ is the largest
(lexicographically) vector with Property (1). This map is
called the pipeline map; because for every pair (⃗i, j⃗ ) in TS,T,
we can run iterations of T up to j⃗ and iterations of S after i⃗ ,
in parallel. Repeating this pattern creates a pipeline among
iteration blocks of the loop nests.

To compute the pipeline map, we take a similar approach
as the one used in [23]. LetWr (I →M) be thewrite relation
of S, that is, the set of the pairs (⃗i,m) ∈ I×M so that location
m is written at iteration i⃗ . Similarly, let Rd (J →M) be the
read relation of T, that is, the set of the pairs (j⃗,m) ∈ J ×M

so that locationm is read at iteration j⃗. Also, assume that
there is no over-write, that is,Wr is injective.
UsingWr and Rd , we define P (J → I), as the compo-

sition ofWr−1 by Rd , that is, P = Wr−1 (Rd ). Relation P
relates the two iteration domains.
Then, we find the domain of P, DP . By mapping each

member of DP to all other members that are lexicographi-
cally less than or equal to it, we get the map D ′(J → J ).
After that, we find the relation H (J → I) defined by

H = lexmax(P (D ′)). This relation maps each read iteration
j⃗ of the target statement to the lexicographically largest write
iteration i⃗ of the source statement that j⃗ and its previous
iterations depend on.

The final step to get the pipeline map is to findH −1 (I →
J ), and deduce the pipeline map TS,T as:

TS,T = lexmax(H −1). (1)
Because one iteration of the source statementmay bemapped
to multiple iterations of the target statement, we use the
operation lexmax to get the maximum one.

As an example, consider Listing 1 with N=20. The pipeline
map between statements S and R is:
{S[i0, i1]→R[o0,o1] : ∃(e0 = ⌊(i1)/2⌋ :

o0 = i0 ∧ 2e0 = i1 ∧ 2o1 ≥ i1 ∧ 2o1 ≤ 1 + i1
∧ i0 ≥ 0 ∧ i0 ≤ 8 ∧ i1 ≥ 0 ∧ i1 ≤ 16)}.

In the next step, we use the pipeline maps to partition the
iteration domain of each statement to get the iteration blocks
that are in pipeline relation. For a statement S and a pipeline
map T , if S is the source (resp. target) statement, we first
partition its iteration domain, I, such that each element of
Dom(T ) (resp. Range(T )) is the lexicographically largest
member of its part. Then, by mapping each member of each
part to the lexicographically largest member of that part, we
get a source blocking mapVS (I → I) (resp. a target blocking
mapYS (I → I)). To compute these maps, let B = Dom(T )
if S is the source in the pipeline map T (resp.B = Range(T )
if S is the target in the pipeline map T ). We compute B ′ as:

B ′ = lexleset(I,B)

Then, the source blocking map,VS (I → I) (resp. the target
blocking map YS (I → I)) is as:

lexmin(B ′
T
). (2)

If there are no iterations of T depending on the final itera-
tions of S, then those last iterations of S do not appear in
TS,T; therefore, they do not appear in the source blocking
map. To handle this case, we add a block consisting of all re-
maining iterations by mapping them to the lexicographically
maximum iteration of the iteration domain.

Continuing with the example of the Listing 1, one part of
the source blocking map is:
∃(e0 = ⌊(o1)/2⌋ : o0 = i0 ∧ 2e0 = o1 ∧ i0 ≥ 0 ∧ i0 ≤ 8∧
i1 ≥ 0 ∧ i1 ≤ 16 ∧ o1 ≥ i1 ∧ o1 ≤ 1 + i1).
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Therefore, some elements of the map are:
{S[1, 1]→ S[1, 2], S[1, 2]→ S[1, 2],
S[1, 3]→ S[1, 4], S[1, 4]→ S[1, 4]}.

This means that iterations [1, 1] and [1, 2] are in one block,
and [1, 3] and [1, 4] are in another block.

4.2 Pipeline Blocking Maps of Iteration Domains
It is important to note that for each statement, there are
several pipeline maps. As a result, there are several source
and target blocking maps. For instance, consider Listing 3,
which adds a for-loop nest to Listing 1. There are two source

1 for(i=0; i<N-1; i++)

2 for(j=0; j<N-1; j++)

3 S: A[i][j]=f(A[i][j], A[i][j+1], A[i+1][j+1]);

4

5 for(i=0; i<N/2-1; i++)

6 for(j=0; j<N/2-1; j++)

7 R: B[i][j]=g(A[i][2*j], B[i][j+1], B[i+1][j+1],

8 B[i][j]);

9

10 for(i=0; i<N/2-1; i++)

11 for(j=0; j<N/2-1; j++)

12 U: C[i][j]=h(A[2*i][2*j], B[i][j], C[i][j+1],

13 C[i+1][j+1], C[i][j]);

Figure 3. Example with 3 loop nests

blocking maps for the statement S; one for the pipeline map
between S and R, and one for the pipeline map between S and
U. For the statement R, there is one target blocking map for
the pipeline map between S and R, and one source blocking
map for th pipeline map between R and U. For the statement
U, there are two target blocking maps; for the pipeline maps
between S and U, and between R and U.

However, we need to have a single pipeline blocking map
of iteration domain per statement, where each pipeline block
can be considered an atomic task. Therefore, for each state-
ment, we should integrate all its source and target blocking
maps such that we can establish a pipeline relation between
all blocks of all statements. We also need to choose these
blocks to maximize the number of blocks of different loops
that can execute in parallel to get the best possible perfor-
mance at the end. To satisfy both conditions, we minimize
the size of the blocks as much as possible and construct the
optimal blocks from all blocking maps associated with each
statement. In fact, for each statement, we compute the lexmin
of the union of all source and target pipeline blocking maps:

ES = lexmin((
⋃
j

(V j
S ) ∪ (

⋃
i

(Yi
S ))). (3)

In this equation, Yi
S (resp. V j

S ) goes over the target (resp.
source) blocking maps of Swith respect to the pipeline maps

between S and other statements that S depends on (resp.
statements that depend on S).

From this point on, for two vectors i⃗ and j⃗ in the iteration
domain of S, if ES (⃗i ) = ES (j⃗ ) = ℓ⃗, we say that i⃗ and j⃗ are in
the same block, and we call this block ℓ⃗. With this definition,
we can say that equation 3 assigns to each iteration the
smallest block that it belongs to, among all source and target
blocking maps.

To illustrate the effectiveness of choosing optimal blocks
for correctness and efficiency, consider figure 4. In this ex-
ample, statements S1 and S2 are sources of the statement
S3, and S3 is the source for statement S4. We want to find
the first pipeline block of S3 after j⃗0. In other words, we are
looking for the lexicographical maximum vector of the first
block after j⃗0.
After finishing the execution of S1 up to iteration i⃗1, the

dependencies to S1 are satisfied for iterations of S3 up to j⃗1.
The same holds for iterations of S2 up to i⃗2 and iterations of
S3 up to j⃗2. On the other hand, after finishing iterations of S3
up to j⃗3, we can run iterations of S4 up to i⃗3. As a result, after
finishing iterations of S1 up to i⃗1, and iterations of S2 up to i⃗2,
we can safely run S3 up to iteration j⃗2. Therefore, considering
any vector between j⃗0 and j⃗2 maintains the correct execution
of S3. However, by we choose j⃗3, the optimal block computed
by equation 3, we maximize the number of blocks of different
statements that can run in parallel; because S4 can also start
running right after j⃗3 is finished.

S4
i⃗3

j⃗2j⃗3 j⃗1j⃗0

S3

S2
i⃗2

S1
i⃗1

S4 iterations

S3 iterations

S2 iterations

S1 iterations

Figure 4. Choosing j⃗3 as the first pipeline block after j⃗0
maintains correctness and maximizes the number of blocks
of different statements that can run in parallel.

4.3 Pipeline Dependency Relations
Up to this point, we have found the pipeline blocking maps
of the iteration domain of each statement. These blocks of
iterations are considered as the tasks (pipeline stages). How-
ever, to have a correct task-parallel program, we also need to
compute the dependence relations between different tasks so
that they can be used to coordinate OpenMP tasks. Therefore,
after computing pipeline blocking maps of all statements,
in the next step, we find the requirements of each block. By
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requirements of a block, we mean the blocks of its source
statements it needs to execute safely. This part explains how
to find pipeline dependency relations, which aremaps between
each block and its requirements. These maps will be used
as in-dependencies (depend(in:)) of the OpenMP tasks we
create in the next phase.
To find pipeline dependency relations of a statement S,

consider a specific pipeline map Ti and its corresponding
target blocking map, Yi . First, for every block of S, that is,
for each element of Range(ES), we compute the block of Yi
that it belongs to. Then, we can get the last required block
using Ti . Considering all target blocking maps of S, we get
an array of maps showing the requirements of the blocks of
S. We show this array with QS, and each index of it with Qi

S.
Relation 4 shows the computation of each map Qi

S.

Qi
S = T

−1
i (Yi (Range(ES))). (4)

In equation 4, Ti goes over all pipeline maps that S is consid-
ered as their target statement, and Yi is the target blocking
map corresponds to Ti .

Furthermore, running each block of a statement S provides
the requirements for some blocks of the statements that are
dependent on S. This only depends on the last executed
iteration of S. We can get this relation from the identity map
of Range(ES), and we call it Q ′S. This maps will be used as
the out-dependency (depend(out:)) of the OpenMP tasks
we create in the next phase.

The final algorithm for finding the cross-loop pipeline
relation of a SCoP is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Pipeline detection algorithm
Input :Scop in its polyhedral representation
Output :Scop with pipeline information

1 for all statement pairs S and T of the Scop do
2 if T depends on S then
3 TS,T = pipeline map(S, T);
4 VS,T = source blocking map(S,TS,T);
5 YT,S = target blocking map(T,TS,T);
6 ES = ES ∪VS,T;
7 ET = ET ∪ YT,S;

8 for all statements S of the Scop do
9 ES = lexmin(ES);

10 Q ′S = identity map(Range(ES));
11 for all pipeline maps TS,T do
12 QT = append(T −1S,T (YT,S (Range(ET)),QT);
13 for all statements S of the Scop do
14 add ES, QS, Q ′S to the Scop;
15 return Scop;

4.4 Algorithm Efficiency
In this part, we show that in the general case of the algorithm,
the best performance we can get from cross-loop pipelining
is constraint by the most time-consuming loop nest. We
also explain that with our transformation algorithm, we can
automatically get the ideal speedup (ignoring the overhead
related to task creation).

Assume that the input program consists of N for-loop nests
L1, · · · , LN. We want to compare the total running time of
the pipelined execution and the sequential execution.

We have to run all iterations of all loops, and since we do
not consider any other form of parallelism in the general
case, we do not reduce the running time of individual for-
loop nests. The performance improvement comes from the
places that we can overlap the execution of iteration blocks
of different for-loop nests. Therefore, the performance of the
pipelined program is limited to the loop nest with themaximum
running time, Lmax , and we have the following formula for
the running time of the pipelined program:

time(Lmax ) ≤ time(pipeline) ≤ time(sequential) (5)
The lower bound happens when the first loop nest has the
maximum running time and the execution of all other for-
loop nests can be covered by that. The average case is when
the ith loop nest has the maximum running time. Also, we
usually cannot assume that the running time of all loop
nests after the maximum loop can be covered. For instance,
consider Figure 5.

L1

L2

L3

L4

starting time finishing timeLmax

Figure 5. Average case performance of pipelined program,
where the third loop has the largest running time.

As a result, we can compute the total running time of the
pipelined program with equation 6.
time(pipeline) = starting time + time(Lmax ) + finishing time

(6)
In equation 6, starting time is the duration between the begin-
ning of the program and beginning of the Lmax , and finishing
time is the duration between the termination of Lmax and
the termination of the program.
As explained in 4.2, we use optimal blocks for blocking

iteration domains. In fact, with the assumption that we have
enough hardware resources, the program starts running an
iteration block as soon as its requirements are satisfied. As
a result, we minimize the starting and finishing times, and
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we get the maximum possible overlap between the iteration
blocks of different for-loop nests.

5 Implementation
We implement the algorithm explained in Section 4 as a
part of Polly [20] and use the ISL library [43] for polyhe-
dral computation. We modify Polly passes in the analysis,
transformation, and code generation phases to add support
for the pipeline pattern detection and code generation. For
exploiting the detected parallelism, we use OpenMP task
constructs.

5.1 Analysis
In the analysis passes, we extend the definition of the SCoP
to include information needed for pipelining. We use the
iteration domains and memory access relations and compute
the maps ES, QS, and Q ′S for every statement in the SCoP,
by using Algorithm 1.

5.2 Transformation and Scheduling
In this step, we use the pipeline information of the SCoP
to find the new schedule tree. For each statement S, we
transform its schedule to separate the loops iterating over
the blocks determined by ES, from the ones iterating inside
each block. The reason is that each block is an atomic task,
with its dependencies computed in QS array of maps.

We define the pipeline loop to be the inner-most loop that
iterates over blocks. The critical property of a pipeline loop
is that its body iterates inside the blocks. Therefore, each of
its iterations is a single task. To summarize, our goal is to
construct a new schedule tree that:

1- blocks iteration domains,
2- finds pipeline loops, and
3- attaches dependency information to each task.

To begin with, we want the pipeline dependency relations
to be defined as functions of the induction variables of the
loops iterating over blocks. Therefore, for each statement
S, we construct a pw_multi_aff_list from the maps in the
array QS and a pw_multi_aff from the map Q ′S. After that,
we create a mark node from them to add to the schedule tree.

To construct the final schedule, we begin by creating two
separate schedule trees: one for iterating over blocks and
one for iterating inside each block. Then, we expand the first
schedule tree with the second one.
Let DES and RES be the domain and the range of ES, re-

spectively. We first create a schedule domain node from RES .
Then, we get the partial schedule of the identity map of RES
and add the corresponding band node to the created domain
node. This schedule tree iterates over the blocks in lexico-
graphical order. The next step is to construct the expansion
schedule tree for iterating inside the blocks. This time, we
repeat the same process as above, and we use DES (instead of
RES ) for creating the domain node and the partial schedule.

At this step, we add the mark node containing pipeline de-
pendency information. Note that this mark node is located
before the band node iterating inside the block, and it can be
used for finding the pipeline loop. To complete the expansion
process, we need to provide the contraction function for map-
ping domain elements of the original schedule and domain
elements of the expansion schedule. For this purpose, we use
the map ES, as it defines this relation by definition.

To summarize, Algorithm 2 is our final scheduling method.

Algorithm 2: Schedule tree computations
Input :Pipeline information of statements in a scop
Output :Updated schedule tree

1 for all statements S in scop do
2 DES = Domain(ES), RES = Range(ES);
3 ps1 = partial schedule(identity map(RES ));
4 ps2 = partial schedule(identity map(DES ));
5 m = mark node( QS,Q

′
S );

6 node1 = domain node(RES );
7 sch1 = insert partial schedule(ps1,node1);
8 node2 = domain node(DES );
9 sch2 = insert partial schedule(ps2,node2);

10 sch2 = insert mark node(m,node2);
11 contraction = union_pw_multi_aff(ES));
12 schS = expand(sch1, sch2, contraction);
13 sch = sequence(sch∀S∈scop);
14 return sch

5.3 AST
In the AST generation phase, we use the schedule tree to
create the AST. Specifically, we use the mark nodes in the
schedule tree to annotate the AST. Listing 6 shows parts of
the AST of the transformed program of Listing 3. In Listing 6,
there exists a for-loop nest corresponding to each loop nest
in the original program. The comments in lines 3, 11, and 16
are representatives of the AST annotations. They show that
the for loops in lines 2, 10, and 15 are the pipeline loop in
their loop nest. They also contain the pipeline dependency
information for the block that follows them.

5.4 Code Generation
The main idea for the code generation phase is to extract the
tasks, which are the bodies of pipeline loops, to function calls.
Then by passing the extracted function along with its depen-
dency information to a high-level function implemented in
a framework capable of task parallelism, we can utilize the
detected parallelism. In this prototype, we can generate code
for programs with for-loop nests of depth at most two, with
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1 for(c0=0; c0 <N; c0+=1)

2 for(c1=0; c1 <N; c1+=1) {

3 // task

4 ...

5 S(c0 ,c1)

6 ...

7 }

8 if (N>=2) {

9 for (c0=0; c0<N/2; c0+=1)

10 for (c1=0; c1<N/2; c1+=1) {

11 // task

12 R(c0 , c1);

13 }

14 for (c0=0; c0<N/2; c0+=1)

15 for (c1=0; c1<N/2; c1+=1) {

16 // task

17 U(c0 , c1);

18 }

19 }

Figure 6. Example of the AST of pipelined program

only one task annotation per loop nest. However, consider-
ing loops in the general case is feasible, and it is a matter of
further developing our code generation function.
To get the pipeline dependency information, we use the

annotations of the AST and convert them to the format
needed by the framework we are using. In this work, we
use OpenMP task constructs with depend clauses. Remem-
ber that the annotation assigns a pw_multi_aff_list and
a pw_multi_aff to each task. Using OpenMP terms, each
member of the pw_multi_aff_list is an in-dependency of
the task, and the pw_multi_aff is its out-dependency. To
find pipeline dependency information of each task, we com-
pute unique integer values from each in-dependencies and
the out-dependency. Each piece is a vector that we convert
to an integer. We multiply each dimension to a large enough
integer and add them all to get a single integer. To distin-
guish between each pw_multi_affs, we pair an index with
the integer we got in the previous step.

In the final step, we extract all loop nests that we want to
pipeline in another function. This function is called in omp
parallel and omp single pragmas to launch and initialize
the tasks.

5.5 OpenMP Tasks
In the final step, we design a high-level OpenMP function
for exploiting the detected task parallelism.
Each task is defined as a function pointer with its in-

put arguments integrated into a structure. We use the in-
dependencies and out-dependencies of the tasks as computed
in 5.4. We also need the size of the input argument and the
total number of statements that a task depends on them.
Listing 7 shows the signature of this high-level function.

1 void CreateTask(void (*f) (void *), void *input ,

2 int outDepend , int outIdx ,

3 int *inDepend , int *inIdx ,

4 int inputSize , int dependNum)

Figure 7. Signature of the function for creating tasks

To coordinate between tasks, we define a global integer
pointer dependArr and initialize it with NULL. We treat the
pointer dependArr as a linearized two-dimensional array,
where each column corresponds for each statement, and
each row is for a specific iteration block of that statement.
We also define a variable, writeNum to keep the number of
loop-nests in the program that are sources of other loop-
nests. With these assumptions, each task writes in the lo-
cation [writeNumber*outDepend+outIdx] and reads from
the locations [writeNumber*inDepend[i]+inIdx[i]] of
dependArr. Also, based on equation 1 and the definition
of pipeline maps, for maintaining the correctness of the pro-
gram, blocks of the same for-loop nest should run in order.
To add this in-dependency, we use the fact that all tasks
created from iterations of the same for-loop nest have the
same function pointer. Therefore, we keep track of the num-
ber of tasks created from each loop nest in a global array,
funcCount, and use the function pointer of each task to co-
ordinate different blocks of that task. The code in Listing 8
illustrates the creation of a task in the general case.

1 void *taskInput = malloc(inputSize );

2 memcpy(taskInput , input , inputSize );

3 int *self = (int *) f;

4 #pragma omp task

5 depend(out:dependArr[writeNum*outDepend+outIdx ])

6 depend(iterator(i=0: dependNum),in:dependArr

7 [writeNum*inDepend[i]+inIdx[i]])

8 depend(in:self[funcCount[outIdx ]-1])

9 depend(out:self[funcCount[outIdx ]])

10 {

11 f(taskInput );

12 free(taskInput );

13 }

Figure 8. Function for creating task in OpenMP

6 Evaluation
This section shows the evaluation of our algorithm and pro-
totype using two benchmark sets, where programs are com-
piled using the Clang compiler with the O3 option, and all
tests run on an x86_64 Intel quad-core processor with two
threads per core, clocks at 2900.000 MHz.

In the first benchmark set, we want to show the improve-
ments that cross-loop pipelining can make to the programs it
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is designed for; programs consist of a sequence of compute-
intensive serial for-loop nests. For this benchmark, we sim-
ulate compute-intensive kernels by using the next_prime
function of the GMP library [19]. The basic data structure,
gmp_data, is an array of mpz (data structure formulti-precision
integer in the GMP library), and it has SIZE elements. All
loop nests have depth two, and the ith loop nest of the pro-
gram updates elements of the matrix Ai by calling a function
that adds its input arguments element-wise and finds the
numthi prime number after that (with next_prime function).
The Ais are two dimensional N × N matrices of gmp_data.
Kernels are designed such that Polly cannot parallelize the
loops (loops are sequential) and the running time of the ver-
sion optimized with Polly is comparable with the sequential
version. Table 9 shows the properties of our experimental
data. The Specification column shows the number of loop
nests and the values of numis. The Memory access column
shows the read access of each statement from the arrays
written in the previous loop nests (lower and upper bounds
of the loops are set accordingly). In this column, Si is the
statement in the ith loop nest.

Recall that blocks of one for-loop nest should run sequen-
tially. Therefore, for a program with n loop nests, there can
be at most n tasks running in parallel. Figure 10 shows the
pipelined program’s speed-up compared with the sequential
program for different values of N and SIZE. From Table 9
and Figure 10, we can see that cross-loop pipelining always
gains speed-up; however the amount of it depends on the
loops access patterns.

In the second benchmark set, we use different variants of
a sequence of matrix multiplication, the 2mm and 3mm bench-
marks of Polybench [38] followed by the similar kernel 4mm.
To be able to generate code and also tomake it amore suitable
application of our framework, we consider matrix multiplica-
tion as consecutive vector-matrix multiplications. Our goal
in this benchmark is to illustrate the advantages and disad-
vantages of cross-loop pipelining compared to Polly (Pluto’s
scheduling algorithm).
For n=2,3,4, the nmm and nmmt kernels are n consecu-

tive matrix multiplications; in nmmt kernels, the second ma-
trix is transposed beforehand. Similarly, the ngmm and ngmmt
kernels are generalized matrix multiplication. Wherein the
loop nest, each element of the result matrix (e.g. C[i][j])
is multiplied by the addition of the element of the result
matrix (C) in the same column of the next row (C[i+1][j])
and the element in the same row of the previous column
(C[i][j-1]). Figure 11 shows the logarithm of speed-ups
of the programs generated by applying cross-loop pipelin-
ing (pipeline), Polly running with all available threads
(polly_8), and Polly running with n threads (n is the number
of loop nests) (polly), with respect to the sequential version.

Name Specifications Memory access

P1 2 for-loop
num1,2 = 1 S2← A1[i][j]

P2 2 for-loop
num1 = 2 S2← A1[2 ∗ i][2 ∗ j]
num2 = 6

P3 3 for-loop S2, S3← A1[i][j]
num1,2,3 = 1 S3← A2[i][j]

P4 3 for-loop S2← A1[i + j][j]
num1,2 = 2 S3← A1[2 ∗ i + j][2 ∗ j]
num3 = 8 S3← A2[2 ∗ i][2 ∗ j]

P5 4 for-loop S2, S3, S4← A1[i][j]
num1,2,3,4 = 1 S3, S4← A2[i][j]

S4← A3[i][j]
P6 4 for-loop S2, S3, S4← A1[i + j][j]

num1 = 1 S3, S4← A2[i][j]
num2 = 8 S4← A3[i][j]
num3,4 = 32

P7 4 for-loop S2, S3← A1[2 ∗ i][2 ∗ j]
num1 = 1 S3← A2[2 ∗ i][2 ∗ j]
num2,3,4 = 8 S4← A1[i][j]

S4← A2[i][j]
P8 4 for-loop S2, S3← A1[i][j]

num1,2,3,4 = 1 S4← A2[i][j]
P9 4 for-loop S2, S4← A1[i][2 ∗ j]

num1,2,3,4 = 1 S3← A1[i][j]
S3← A2[i][2 ∗ j]
S4← A2[i][j]

P10 4 for-loop S2← A1[i + j][j]
num1 = 1 S3← A1[i][j]
num2,3,4 = 2 S4← A2[i][j]

Figure 9. Properties of the experimental data. The Specifica-
tion column shows the number of loop nests and values of
numi s. The Memory access column shows the read accesses
of each statement.

As Figure 11 shows, the speed-up we gain by using Polly
is more than that by cross-loop pipelining in the nmm and
nmmt. For these kernels, Polly can optimize locality by tilling,
and it also parallelizes all loop nests. However, in the gnmm
and gnmmt kernels, Polly cannot detect any optimization, but
by using cross-loop pipelining, we can gain speed-up.

7 Conclusion and Future Works
In this work, we developed a polyhedral model-based al-
gorithm for detecting cross-loop task parallelism. We im-
plemented our algorithm as part of LLVM/Polly. With this
prototype, we can detect parallelization opportunities that
conventional polyhedral optimizers cannot detect. We ex-
ploit the detected parallelism using OpenMP task constructs.
We tested our prototype on kernels with compute-intensive
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variants of generalized matrix multiplication.

function calls inside for-loop nests and reported the speed-
ups considering different sizes and different memory access
patterns. We also considered kernels with variants of a se-
quence of generalized matrix multiplications and compared
the speed-ups of cross-loop pipelining and Polly.
We plan to generalize our code generation phase to gen-

erate code for loops with arbitrary depth and the number of

tasks per loop. After this generalization, we can experiment
with more complicated algorithms.

Also, as mentioned in Section 4, we assume that the write
functions are injective; we want to study the possibilities of
extending the transformation algorithm to relax this assump-
tion. Moreover, we would like to extend both the transfor-
mation algorithm and the prototype to work correctly with
the algorithms that detect DOACROSS parallelism in loops.

An essential factor in the performance of the final program
is the granularity of the tasks. An interesting idea would be
to develop an algorithm to choose a good task granularity
when there are multiple choices.

The system’s design is so that the tasking layer is indepen-
dent of creating and scheduling the task. Therefore, we ex-
pect to be able to change the tasking layer from the OpenMP
task to other platforms with minimal changes. For future
works, we would like to experiment with this idea and have
results in both performance improvements of different task-
ing platforms and how easy it is to use our method and make
it compatible with other platforms.

In the current version of this work, when using the cross-
loop tasking, we do not take advantage of other paralleliza-
tion opportunities. We would like to know the effect of the
cross-loop pipelining on the other patterns and study the
results of possible combinations of this method with other
optimization techniques on the performance improvements.
As explained in Section 2, an important application of

detecting task relations in a program is mapping data to
data-flow architectures. They may need to have the relation
between LLVM level instructions of a program. It is an inter-
esting idea to consider the transformation algorithm of this
paper to lower-level instructions.
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